We investigate how the movement measurement technologies developed for Virtual Reality applications can be applied to track in real-time the full body posture of a human being. The accuracy of this information is of definite importance to evaluate the feasibility of complex tasks involving human beings. We present a full body movement measurement approach. It provides a realistic conversion in real-time with a reasonable number of sensors. Associated with the hand movement measurement and correction algorithms we provide a pertinent visual and vibrotactile feedback to the performer. 
Introduction
Despite their wide range of application, robots and dedicated machines are sometime not suited for specific tasks in a manufacturing process. An important technical issue is to know whether the task is feasible by a significant fraction of human beings. Nowadays software from various domains converge to provide a model of virtual workers [1] . When the human task is very complex or not representative of the manufacturing context, these virtual human models may not be able to provide a realistic solution. An example is the displacement in cluttered or dynamically changing environment (emergency situations, hostile environments, battlefield simulation [2] , [3] ). In such a context, immersing a real performer into the virtual environment can be the only way of evaluating the feasibility of the task. The second purpose of the immersive approach is to safely train real persons prior to effectively realize the task.
We investigate how the movement measurement technologies developed for Virtual Reality applications can be applied to track in real-time the full body posture of a human being (henceforth called the performer). The accuracy of this information is of definite importance to evaluate the task interaction.
In this paper we present a full body movement measurement approach. It provides a realistic conversion in real-time with a reasonable number of sensors. Original techniques are developed to track body regions where only one sensor can be attached to evaluate the configuration of multiple joints. Associated with the hand movement measurement and correction algorithms we provide a pertinent visual and vibrotactile feedback. A case study is discussed to highlight the advantages and limitations of the system.
II.

Overview
First we recall how our approach differs from other methods especially regarding the sources of mismatch between the real and the measured postures. Then we provide the technical detail of the hardware configuration prior to describe the general architecture of the system.
A. Real-Time Measurement Systems
Current real-time human movement measurement systems are mainly based on electromagnetic trackers [4] . Despite some limitations, some studies [5] , [6] , [4] still consider this technology as the best candidate compared to other types of motion trackers (mechanical, acoustic, optical and inertial). Only the inertial technology is viewed as more promising in the longer term in [5] , [6] . Due to minimal encumbrance requirement
Badler et al used four magnetic sensors to capture upper body standing postures [7] . The sensors are placed on the hands, head and waist providing the location of associated frames. The waist location determines the whole body location while the other end effector locations constrain the spine and arm configuration with a fast dedicated Inverse Kinematics method. However, their Inverse Kinematics approach cannot prevent the posture error from increasing over the acquisition process. Hirose et al. propose a more general system and tries to address these limitations [8] . It abandons the inverse kinematics method previously used in [9] and chooses to prevent joint's dislocation using a spring model for the joints. At each posture evaluation, the mechanical equilibrium of the spring system must be found to obtain a stable posture and therefore the computation cost is too high to produce realistic posture in real-time. A specific difficulty of this method is the spring stiffness adjustment. Two analytical solutions based on both position and orientation measurements are detailed in [10] and [11] . Semwal et al.
require at least ten sensors and achieve interactive conversion rates. Other approaches using only the orientation measurement are more robust to sensor registration errors [12] , [6] .
Dedicated measurement devices have been developed for the hand posture acquisition.
Currently the Cyberglove TM provides all the finger flexion mobility including an estimation of the finger lateral opening. Recently a vibrotactile feedback channel is commercially available on such digital glove to synthesize touch information (CyberTouch TM from Virtual Technologies). In [13] a force feedback digital glove is used to perform dexterous telemanipulation with a simulated slave robotic hand. The authors especially studied two problems: first the transformation of human hand motion into the slave hand motion and second the replication of manipulation forces on the performer hand.
B. Hardware Configuration
The hardware used for motion capture includes a set of fourteen magnetic sensors and one extended range transmitter (Flock of Birds™ from Ascension Technology [14] ). The data transfer between the host computer and the sensor's units is performed through the use of an Annex Communications Server over the Ethernet. Thus applications can run on any workstation of the local network. The magnetic sensor system integrates two filters, one two tap finite impulse response (FIR) notch filter and one adaptive infinite impulse response (IIR) lowpass filter [14] . The operating range for sensor's measurements is 2.4 m (8 feet) around the emitter. The static position accuracy is 2.54 mm (0.1") RMS, 0.5°
for angular accuracy, averaged over the translation range with a position resolution of 0.8 mm (0.03") at 30.5 cm (12") and 0.1° RMS at 30.5 cm (12") for angular resolution [14] .
This accuracy depends on the distance to the base emitter. 
III. Human Movement Measurement
We independently describe the posture acquisition methods for the major body segments and for the hands as they rely on different sensing technologies.
A. Human Modeling
Our humanoid hierarchy maintains a topological tree, which retains all the major degrees of freedom of the human body [16] . Only the spine region is simplified to eight vertebrae in order to facilitate its control. A humanoid instance is characterized by geometrical information including low level attributes (e.g. segment's length, orientation and mass)
as well as high level parameters, (e.g. total height) [17] , [18] . 
B. System Calibration
The basic steps of our conversion technique are described in this section. The converter has three important stages [12] : skeleton calibration, automatic sensor calibration and real-time conversion. We describe here the two first stages that have to be executed only once per person (skeleton calibration) or once per working session (sensor calibration).
Skeleton Calibration
The skeleton calibration consists in adjusting our human skeleton model [16] to the height and the proportions of the real person performing the movements. In our default skeleton model the length of every segment is determined in a proportion of the total height according to statistical information extracted from studies in Biomechanics and
Ergonomics [19] , [18] , [20] , [21] . First, the skeleton model is scaled to the total height of the real person thus ensuring a good approximation at low editing cost. In a second phase we manually measure key features as shoulder and pelvic breadths because they show lower correlation with the total height [18] . As a result we obtain a virtual skeleton that reasonably matches the real performer skeleton. This approximation is further exploited for the hypothesis of reference posture correspondence made in the sensor calibration phase.
Overview of the automatic sensor calibration
The automatic sensor calibration is performed once the sensors are fastened on the performer body. Sensor attachment is made as follow: one sensor drives one or more joint(s) and is fixed on the associated distal segment (e.g. the sensor associated to the shoulder joint is attached to the upper arm segment). We avoid fastening the sensors in regions where muscles and fat abound and prefer the segment extremity where less muscle displacement occurs. This requirement is important as we further make the hypothesis of rigid transformation from the sensor frame to the joint final frame (Fig. 2) .
At that stage, it is important to note that we don't specify any constraint on the sensor location. Our approach avoids the additional location error encountered by methods relying on such requirements [10] , [11] . The sensor calibration consists in constructing the rigid transformation between the sensor frame and the joint final frame (Fig. 2) . We only need the orientation component; it is more robust to the segment flesh deformations than the position measurement [12] . Only the sensor located at the base of the spine 
Computation of the sensor to joint rigid transformation
First, the global translation calibration evaluates the translation that has to be applied to the virtual skeleton frame to place it in the real performer body. The translation vector TV is evaluated using the following vector formula ( Fig. 3) :
With the following vectors: JW from the virtual skeleton frame to the world frame (maintained in the model), WE from the world frame to the emitter frame (constant), ES from the emitter frame to the sensor frame (measured), and Offset from the external spine skin location to the global joint frame origin (estimated in proportion of the total height). The second calibration step is to evaluate the sensor-to-joint rigid transformation M sj .
Two cases have been investigated: the mono-joint and the multi-joints cases.
The mono-joint case: This is the general case where one sensor is associated to only one joint (from 1 to 3 degrees of freedom). Fig. 4 illustrates it on the upper arm sensor that is associated to the shoulder joint. The matrix M sj from the sensor frame to the joint final frame is given by :
With the following line matrices: M se is measured (from the sensor frame to the emitter reference frame), M ew is constant (from the emitter reference frame to the world frame), and M wj is maintained by the model (from the world frame to the joint initial frame).
Proximal joint with identity transformation Sensor frame
M sj
Emitter frame The multi-joints case: Performing a realistic movement conversion with a small number of sensors requires distributing the measurement of one sensor orientation on multiple articulated segments. Fig. 5a illustrates it on the spine where three sensors attached to the spine and the head are associated to eight simplified vertebra joints (for 20 DOFs). In the multi-joints case only the joint closest to the sensor defines a constant rigid matrix M sj ; it is also evaluated with formula (2). This joint and the associated segment are denoted as direct while the others are denoted as indirect (Fig. 5b) . The calibration matrices between the sensor frame and the indirect segments, noted M si , have to be evaluated at the calibration stage and also whenever the associated segment configuration changes. For simplicity they are evaluated at each time step of the posture acquisition process. The next section examines how we handle the conflicting requirement of estimating simultaneously these calibration matrices and the joint rotation matrices. In formula (3) the matrix product (M se . M ew ) is constant and can be reused for more than one indirect segment. For each indirect joint i the matrix M si from the sensor frame to the indirect joint final frame is given by:
Where M wi is built from the information maintained by the model (from the world frame to the indirect joint final frame).
With our technique we are able to perform the sensor's calibration whenever needed (e.g.
in case a sensor slips). It reduces to adopting the reference posture. Another especially user friendly feature is the ability to place the sensors on the body segments without any location constraints. 
D. Sensor Measurement Conversion
In this section we examine how the sensor measurements are converted into values of the joint degrees of freedom, first for the mono-joint case followed by the multi-joints case.
Many authors using the electromagnetic measurement technology [5] , [6] , [12] have experienced increasing position registration errors when moving away from the Emitter center. The problem is made worse whenever other elements disturb the emitter magnetic field (e.g. metal in the concrete floor, table, computer screen etc.). One solution to this problem is to calibrate the sensor output over the whole workspace, by associating the sensor position output to the real position in the emitter frame. We have not investigated this approach as it requires freezing the room configuration once the registration is made.
This was not compatible with the required flexibility for motion capture where we want to be able to change the emitter location to investigate different interaction scenario. As the magnetic field interference with the room changes, so is the registration calibration.
We rather rely on the measure of orientation as it is robust to the perturbation mentioned before. We also introduce an automatic correction for the global positioning of the body in section IV.
The main purpose of modeling the human being with a hierarchical articulated structure is to reduce the registration artifacts. By construction the constraints introduced by the human tree topology are always guaranteed. In order to animate the articulated hierarchy, we need to compute its global position and to evaluate the joint transformations. To do so we query the spine origin sensor for the full measurement while we query other sensors for the orientation measurement only. We now describe how the joint rotation matrix is obtained.
1) Mono-joint case:
During the motion, the calibration matrix is considered to be rigid (hypothesis of rigid transformation). The joint rotation matrix R j is evaluated using the following formula ( Fig. 6 ):
R j = R jw . R we . R es . R sj
With the following rotation matrices (line matrices): R jw is updated by the model (from the joint initial frame to the world frame), R we is constant (from the world frame to the emitter reference frame), R es is measured (from the emitter reference frame to the sensor frame), and R sj is constant (rotation part of the M sj calibration matrix). The rotation matrices that are derived from the sensor orientation measurements can be modified to allow motion only along some restricted axis. Three cases are encountered for the joint mobility: one DOF (e.g. the ankle flexion joint), two DOFs (e.g. the elbow joint) or three DOFs (e.g. the shoulder joint). We have constructed different Euler angles decomposition corresponding to the joint modeling of the virtual skeleton. Such a decomposition [24] is model dependent; all the details can be found in [22] . After taking into account the mobility of the joint its final matrix R j i is used for a partial update of the virtual skeleton model, i.e. to refresh the matrices R jw of the joint children in the tree hierarchy. In the case of a single child joint, we have (with line matrices):
where S i+1 is the constant transformation describing the segment structure between joint i+1 and joint i. This information is maintained in the virtual skeleton model.
2) multi-joints case:
For the sake of clarity, we further index with the letter i the matrices associated to the joint i in a multi-joints set (including the direct joint). In the multi-joints case the algorithm evaluates the joint rotation R j i with formula (6) for each joint i in the indirect to direct order (Fig. 5) .
R j i = R jw i . R we . R es . R sj i
The meaning of the rotation matrices is the same as in formula (4). The major difference with the mono-joint case comes from the definition of the sensor-to-joint matrix R sj i :
• for the unique direct joint, R sj i is the rotation part of the constant matrix M sj
• for any indirect joint, the matrix R sj i is the rotation part of its matrix M si . This matrix is different from the one computed at the calibration stage whenever a joint value between joint i and the direct joint (included) changes. For this reason, we use the matrices M si updated at the previous time step to compute the joint rotation.
When all the joint rotation matrices are evaluated, the M si matrices are refreshed with the calibration formula (3).
The other specific aspect of the multi-joints case is the distribution of the rotation on the various DOFs belonging to the multi-joints set. This is necessary when some DOFs in the set are mutually dependent (e.g. act along parallel axis in different joints). For example, the thoracic multi-joints region contains four aggregated vertebrae joints, each of which having a lateral rolling DOF (Fig. 5 ). As these DOFs are extremely coupled in the real spine, the lateral rotation measured with the thoracic sensor should be distributed in some way between them. For this reason we approximate the distribution by first gathering in DOF subsets all the DOFs with parallel rotation axis in the calibration posture. This approximation is valid as long as the DOF axes remain nearly parallel for other expected postures in the multi-joints region. Then, for each subset k and each joint i in a multijoints region, the distribution is modeled with a ratio r ki . The ratio indicates the fraction of rotation the DOF θ ki obtains from the value θ k evaluated from the decomposition of the matrix R j i into its Euler angle sequence. We have :
Once the DOF values are updated according to (7), the matrix R j i is reconstructed. This information allows evaluating the next matrix R jw i+1 with formula (5).
Following is the pseudo-code of the motion capture process: The multi-joints technique has been applied to the spine (Fig. 5) , to the ankle and to the shoulder-clavicle complex. Table 1 gathers the ratios for the three subsets (Rolling, Torsion, Tilting) of the spine thoracic region. By construction the last ratio in the indirect to direct order is always equal to one to convert the integrality of the remaining rotation into the last DOF value. The other ratio values were estimated from anatomical knowledge of this region of the spine [23] . However, both the angles ranges and the ratios could be improved from a better understanding of the mobility of this region. The description of the multi-joints treatment of other regions (neck, lumbar spine, ankle, shoulder complex) is beyond the scope of this paper (see [24] ).
E. Hand Posture Acquisition
We use one or two digital gloves from Cyberglove TM (Fig. 12 ). The software library provided with the glove measures directly the two DOFs of the wrist rotation, the fingers flexion angles and estimates the lateral opening of the hand. Altogether twenty-one
DOFs are evaluated at each timestep. However, as the dataglove hand model differs from our virtual skeleton hand, a conversion is necessary after each hand posture acquisition.
The conversion method is specific to our hand articulated model [24] , thus is not further detailed in this paper.
IV. Situation and hand Posture Correction
We examine here how the body location and the hand posture are automatically adjusted by constraining virtual collision sensors disposed on the foot sole or in the hand.
A. Vertical positioning correction
The virtual body global position is theoretically measured by the spine origin sensor.
However, we have already stressed the important registration error for the position measurement. The altitude error is the most perceptible error as the virtual human representation appears to sink in the floor or to practice levitation. This problem can be easily overcome under the hypothesis of a permanent contact of at least one foot point with the underlying environment (presently implemented for the ground). This hypothesis is reasonable as the proposed system is dedicated to posture validation which in itself should not require to break this contact constraint (as opposed to running or jumping). Due to the real-time requirement we consider only two virtual collision sensors disposed on each foot at the heel and the toe base (Fig. 7a) . The algorithm of the contact constraint maintenance is extremely simple (Fig. 7b) : at each time step the altitude of all the sensors is computed, the lowest sensor is detected in world coordinate and its altitude value is subtracted from the body vertical position.
An additional advantage of the contact constraint maintenance is the possibility to pilot a virtual human sharing the same proportions but with a different total height, either taller or smaller. In these cases the virtual body altitude is adjusted in the same way as for the registration error correction.
B.
Hand posture correction
Even with the vibrotactile feedback the force-torque interaction between a virtual hand and a virtual object is too complex a problem to handle in real-time. We propose the interactive grasping automata based on spherical collision sensors disposed in the hand (Fig. 8a) . We use a hand model with 15 active sensors (three sensors per fingers installed at the knuckles joints and the fingertips). The algorithm exploits these virtual sensors to control an automatic "unfolding" correction of the hand posture so that the virtual human hand appears to naturally grasp a virtual object (Fig. 8b,c) . In the interactive grasping method we consider three distinct grasping states ( Fig. 9 ):
• FREE_HAND: the hand does not hold any object. The hand posture is displayed as measured with the digital glove.
• GRASPING in progress: the object is fixed or can move in the world frame but its bounding sphere is intersecting the hand bounding sphere. The sensor collision is continuously evaluated to adjust the posture of colliding fingers with the object to grasp. We have retained a simplified grasp condition to enter the "SECURE_GRASP" state: at least the thumb and another finger have to maintain a durable contact with the object.
• SECURE_GRASP: the object frame is now fixed in the hand frame. The sensor collision is still evaluated to continuously adjust the posture of colliding fingers with the grasped object. Fig. 10 details all the stages of the opening-wrapping algorithm for one colliding finger with an elliptic shape (in 2D for clarity). In the example, the joints are all successively opened because the distal sensors (on the finger tip side) are still colliding even after the correction of the proximal ones (on the wrist side). The algorithm begins by unfolding the finger base joint to release the first colliding sensor (Fig. 10a,b) . Then it unfolds the next joint to remove the following sensor (Fig. 10b,c) and the same occurs for the last joint (Fig. 10c,d ). In this case the final finger posture consistently wraps around the object. If the real-time constraint is very high, the grasping state only is updated to decide whether an object is grasped or not, but the posture is not corrected.
This compromise sacrifices only the aesthetics of the interactive grasping, not its effectiveness. 
V. Experimental Results
A. Experimental Setup
Fourteen magnetic sensors are strapped on the feet, legs, thighs, upper arms, lower arms, pelvis, spine root, thorax (in the back), and on the top of the head mounted display (Fig.   11) . The emitter appears on the right side of Fig. 11 (highlighted with dotted lines) in an elevated position to minimize the influence of metal in the concrete floor. Additionally the two Cybergloves TM were measuring the two wrist DOFs and providing the grasp status information with the CyberTouch TM vibrotactile units (Fig. 12) . 
B. Comparison of mono-joint and multi-joints techniques
We have compared the orientations obtained with the mono-joint case and the multijoints case in the thoracic region of the spine. This region is especially difficult to track as a sensor measure provides only a local view of the spine state. Conversion errors are prone to grow fast as the spine moves away from the calibration posture. We could achieve a reduction of the orientation error by a factor of three with the multi-joints approach. Further reduction of the error is expected with a better model of the mobility and the coupling appearing in this complex region.
C. Accessibility Case Study
The present experiment includes the body motion capture and the interactive grasping of six spheres of various sizes (without correction of the hand posture). The test scene consists in the corner of a room with holes in the wall (Fig. 13a,b) . The room contains boxes of various sizes and orientations. The virtual worker is standing outside the room (Fig. 13c,d) . The performer grasps a sphere (Fig. 13d) and releases it as far as he can in the room through the small and the big opening. In such a way, he marks the limit of the virtual human accessibility in this complex environment. We experimented with limit reaching in the directions materialized by the walls (Fig. 14, Fig. 15a ), the ceiling (Fig.   15b ) and the boxes on the floor (Fig. 15c, Fig. 16 ). • Activating the interactive grasping correction with multiple graspable objects.
• Computing a continuous skin surface according to the underlying skeleton posture [15] instead of displaying a set of rigid body segments.
• Displaying images from three different viewpoints at each timestep: first, the two stereo images for the performer subjective view (Head Mounted Display) and second, an additional display from a varying viewpoint monitored by a second person to create the images shown in the previous section. With only the two stereo display the interaction rate raises to around 12Hz.
VI. Conclusion
We have presented an architecture for a full body movement measurement approach. It provides a realistic conversion in real-time with a reasonable number of sensors. The necessary hardware becomes more and more affordable with the advent of the computing and graphic power at lower cost. In addition the electromagnetic sensor technology is recently available in a wireless configuration which should greatly increase its user friendliness. Our main contribution lies in the multi-joints conversion that allows one sensor to drive multiple virtual joints. The specific cost of this approach is an off-line At the moment the feedback channels are limited to visual and vibrotactile perceptions.
The vibrotactile stimulators proved to be an essential feedback to indicate the grasp status thus releasing the visual perception to address the investigated task. Our experiments showed that the visual feedback need to be improved with the (real-time)
shadow of manipulated objects on the environment. Another useful feedback would be the lateral body-environment collision status; it could be translated into graphical cues appearing in the subjective view of the performer. Many open issues remain regarding the correct feedback to synthesize for the real performer. One intermediate approach would be to develop the vibrotactile stimulators technology to generalize their placement on potentially colliding body parts. It could be easily coupled with virtual collision sensors as the one described in section IV. Efficient collision detection algorithms already exists to handle the collision with a complex environment [25] .
One interesting research avenue for the future is to associate the real-time motion capture with methodologies proposed for the control of autonomous virtual humans and computer integrated manufracturing. Within such a framework, two issues are worth addressing: first recognizing the current activity of the real person [26] , and second integrating the real person within complex environments. This perspective opens the way to interesting applications in the field of the hostile environments simulations or in production context. We think that the challenge of cooperative task evaluation gathering the real performer and virtual workers is a reasonable objective within the decade to come.
